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Save the Date!

Serving Amateur Radio
In Caldwell County

Next LARC Meeting
November 13, 2014
Thursday, 7:00 PM
Gamewell Fire Dept
2806 Morganton Blvd SW,
Lenoir

LARC Weekly Net

Thursdays 9:00 PM
146.625 MHz Minus PL 94.8
Alt 147.330 MHz Plus PL 141.3

Caldwell ARES Net
Sundays 9:00 PM
147.330 MHz Plus PL 141.3

Election of 2015 Officers
Highlights November Meeting
Article IV of the LARC Constitution requires the officers
of the Club to be elected annually by a majority of
members present at the November meeting. Ted
KF4FLY is completing his second term as president and
is not permitted to serve more than two contiguous
terms under the LARC Constitution. Secretary Irv
W4IWK advised that he did not wish to run for reelection to the office of Secretary.
Nominations from the floor provided Tanner KK4SZI
President, Tom KA4HKK Vice President, Josh N4JDE
Secretary, and Phil KG4BCC Treasurer be presented to
the members for vote at the next meeting. Members will
have the
opportunity to
write-in
candidates at
the election
meeting. See
Meet The 2015
Officer
Nominees
inside.
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President’s Message
You most likely have seen the little tray or dish in a convenience
store with pennies in it. Sometimes there is a note next to it that
says something like “Got a penny? Leave a penny. Need a
penny? Take a penny.” We’ll, a penny is not worth much, thus
the value isn’t that great a loss for someone to give it away, but
to the cash register person, it’s important that it balance down to
the penny. Most folks don’t like having to get back 4 pennies on
change just because they didn’t have a penny in their pocket, so
this tray serves a need. It’s very successful, but its success
relies on the selfless giving of patrons. Sure, at most, they may
just be giving 4 pennies per transaction, but in their mind they
know this will help someone. Most likely they will never know
the person that takes the needed penny (or pennies), but there is a hope that it won’t be
abused and the “honor” system will dominate.
We (geographically speaking) are known to be part of the “Hospitable South”. I could
speculate why we have that good reputation, but let’s just take it for what it is. This pennything “works” in our area because of that desire to help. In many other places, this
technique wouldn’t work. Other areas I’ve seen this done include roadside unmanned
produce stands, and even the dairy where we used to go get milk in our own jugs.
Now, how does this relate to HAM radio? Amateur radio operators are not selfish people;
otherwise they wouldn’t have an interest in communication paired with community
service. That would be trying to mix oil & water. It just wouldn’t be
successful. Occasionally you’ll know someone who got their ticket but unfortunately they
just weren’t a “people person” or had that love and desire to help others and eventually
became silent. I can’t say every day I have the desire to turn on the radio and save the
world, but generally I enjoy the social comradery and friends I make via the radio. The
amateur radio avenue is to serve us, the users, not vice-versa. We (operators) need to ask
ourselves frequently, “Am I having fun?”. If not, drill down and find the answer why and try
to make changes to restart that old desire. Perhaps you just need a break or perhaps it was
a single bad experience. If you are in that arena of “it lost it’s fun” or maybe other activities
in your life took precedence, that’s ok. It’s normal for hobbies to ebb and flow in their
peaks & valleys of enjoyment. But, after some time, do like Kellogg’s used to say…. “Taste
it again, for the very first time”.
I hope to hear/see you either on the air or at a meeting. P.S. Turkey season is coming. Be
careful.
7 3 Ted KF4FLY
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Meet the 2015 Officer Nominees
President: Tanner Greer KK4SZI
I have always had an interest in technology from a
very young age. I remember when I was a kid my
friends and I purchased FRS radios so we could
communicate from house to house. I didn’t do much
with radio between then and when I started my
career. I always kept my interest in technology and
when I started working for Blue Ridge Electric 6
years ago, I began to be re-introduced to radio. Last
July, I was convinced by Phil, KG4BCC to take the
technician exam. I passed and began my amateur
journey with a Baofeng UV-5R. I upgraded my license
in November of last year to General and purchased an HF rig. I really have enjoyed working
the HF bands especially the digital mode PSK31. The distance to watt ratio of the digital
modes intrigued me since my QTH did not offer a great antenna location. One of my
proudest moments was a PSK31 conversation with Australia on only 30 watts.
Since being in the club I have enjoyed working on both of our communications trailers as
well as helping build the replacement website. I am still new to ham radio but I have
enjoyed learning from all of the experienced hams in the club. I have recently begun to be
interested in DMR radio on the 70cm band and feel as though this is the future of repeater
communication. I am interested in making the business side of the meetings shorter and I
hope to have hands on demonstration and ham related content become the focus of our
gatherings.

Vice President: Tom Land KA4HKK
I currently am the LARC Vice President. I have been a member of
LARC off and on since it was first formed. I have served as the
President, Vice President, and Secretary. I coordinated a Special
Event Station for the Caldwell Sesquicentennial and am currently
the EC for Caldwell.
My goal is to present monthly programs of interest to our Club,
involve more licensed hams in public service, demonstrating
amateur radio to the public, participating in contests and group
electronics projects aimed at supporting amateur radio.
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Secretary: Josh Edwards N4JDE
I got interested in Radio Communications early on as my Dad was a
REACT member in SC and was into CB in his early twenties and
was also looking at getting his HAM ticket before I was born. He
often reminisced about is REACT days and we had several CB HT's
when I was growing up that we piddled with. I then spent a year
with Kings Creek Fire/Rescue back in '07 and was taking many Fire
and Emergency Response courses many of which were taught by
Kenneth Teague who took notice of my interest at that time and told
me I should look into Amateur Radio and especially the Lenoir
Amateur Radio Club. My interest never disappeared but life events
got priority but came back with a vengeance when I began
working under Dean Norman WA4SLI and with Shawn Griffin
KI4ZKP. They both discussed HAM and radio in general a large
amount and they both purchased a Baofeng Transceiver that I got
to handle and check out. I also had the opportunity to check out
Shawn's mobile rig.
I have found LARC to be an awesome Club and its members very inviting and inclusive.
While I am new to LARC, I want to be a part of the continuing growth of the Club. Being
Secretary would be a privilege.

Treasurer: Phil Crump KG4BCC
I currently serve as the LARC Treasurer. I take pride in
the smooth transition of the Treasurer function this year.
I enjoy being a member of LARC and hope to learn and
share information about our awesome hobby. My
experience in emergency management technology and
fire fighting/EMT tends to “pull” me in the direction of
the “public service” aspect of our hobby.
I would like to see our learning/sharing sessions
expanded with our experienced Club members leading
these sessions. Field Day 2014 was a great example of
our Club’s capabilities and I would like to see Field Day
continue to grow with a greater emphasis on serving our
community.
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2014 Lenoir Downtown
Christmas Festival
Celebrating the holidays in the streets of Downtown Lenoir is fun for
the whole family! The Christmas Festival is Saturday, November 22,
in Downtown Lenoir from 10 AM until 4 PM. The Festival will feature
food vendors, craft vendors, live entertainment visits with Santa, a
Flash Mob surprise, the Balloon Lady and rides on the Electric Train.
The Lenoir Amateur Radio Club will have a booth that will provide
educational materials for those interested in amateur radio.
Additionally, an HF and VHF radio station will be “on the air.” Ted
KF4FLY and Josh N4JDE have volunteered to man the booth; however,
additional volunteers are needed. Local “hams” are invited to stop for a
QSO.
The Caldwell Rotary Club in partnership with the City of Lenoir sponsors
the Lenoir Downtown Christmas Festival. For additional information, see
http://explorecaldwell.com/events/275/4655

FCW Holds Christmas
Open House
The Foothills Community Workshop will hold its Christmas Open
House on Friday, Dec 5 from 5-9 PM and Saturday, Dec 6, from
10AM to 6PM. While FCW welcomes visitors any time, the Open
Houses are semi-annual events where the members make a special
effort to show off the Workshops various areas to visitors. This
year, the railroad will be operating, sample projects will be on
display, the electronics and K4FCW ham radio station will have
activities, and there will be demonstrations of the CNC routers, 3D
printer, and laser cutter.
Highlights include food, tours, demonstrations, games, activities,
visit the newly acquired additional work area, and active projects.
Several items designed and built at FCW will be on sale and there will be special deals for
new members. This event is free and open to the public. Call (828) 351-HACK for more
information.
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New Member Profile: Blair Hanvey KM4DOQ
Hi, I’m Blair Hanvey KM4DOQ and I am a
geek originally from the Balls Creek
area of Catawba County. I have worked
in IT for 17 years. Recently, I married the
love of his life, Stephanie, even with her
not being interested in amateur radio.
I love electronics, including robotics,
and working on cars. Currently, I have a
2004 Mustang V6 that is waiting a new
engine and a 99 Mazda 626 that will be a
daily driver once it gets a full overhaul.
I've always enjoyed playing with radio communication. I started getting into CB radio as a
kid and had heard about "ham" radio, but never had any exposure to it. It wasn't until I was
18 and started work at RadioShack that a co-worker showed me how to operate a 2-meter. I
was hooked and started studying for my ham ticket. I got my first license in 2001, KG4MNH.
Unfortunately, I had to sell my equipment. I tried getting back into it in 2005, but I had
trouble getting a working rig. I started monitoring on a scanner in 2011 but, when I moved
in 2013, I did not bring it with me. I was online one
night and just got curious about getting my ham
ticket back, drove to my mom's house and got my
scanner and started monitoring again. That's
actually how I found out about the LARC, I was
monitoring one night and caught a CARES net. Tom
KA4HKK told me about the testing session to reobtain my Technician class license. I plan on going
on to get the General and Amateur Extra so I can
get on HF.
Even though I've been into amateur radio for years,
I still am getting the hang of it. My biggest problem
is that I freeze up and don't know what to say or
how to continue an “on air” conversation. Currently, my 2-meter home rig is down and I've
been playing around on Echolink. I'm hoping to soon buy my first real base station radio, but
I want to make sure I get the hang of building and tuning antenna's first. If money were no
object, would like to build a station like Bob Heil, with multiple rigs into a mixer. I have a
mixer connected to my TM-261 now with mixed results (no pun intended... okay maybe it
was).
I am a bit socially awkward, which is one reason I can be a bit elusive, but I'm trying to work
on it. I think talking on the radio may help once I get over being mic shy. I plan to take part
in more club functions.
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Two Great Days at Googlefest 2014!
By Ted Manual KF4FLY
Google hosted one of their infamous “Googlefest”
events and we were fortunate that it was local to
our region. It was held on Tuesday and
Wednesday, October 28th and 29th at the J.E.
Broyhill Civic Center in Lenoir. Each of the two
days focused on two avenues of interest. On
Tuesday, the mainstream topics were available for
Educators or Non-Profit interest. On Wednesday
the topics were focused on Senior Citizens or
Emergency Management/Services.
Several members and associates of the Lenoir
Amateur Radio club were present, either in the
capacity of club relations, or representative of their places of employment or other “hats”
they wear. Specifically, I noticed these HAM folks present, but there may have been others.
Josh Edwards N4JDE, Phil Crump KG4BCC, Shirley Kanode, Tom Land KA4HKK, Shawn
Griffin KI4ZKP, and Michelle Suddreth KD4YTU. Some attended each of the sessions. We
told Tom he was supposed to be in the “Senior” section but later escaped to participate in
the Emergency Services sessions.
Our host provided several options on refreshments,
including coffee’s prepared by Blue Moose and box lunches
prepared in-house by J.E. Broyhill’s catering
services. Registered participants had the opportunity to
experience Google Glass, obtain a brief but relaxing neck
massage, and try out Google’s Chromebooks. Snacks and
drinks were provided throughout the day as well as hourly
breaks.
High-level, Google demonstrated how
they are interested in supporting the
critical areas of our community, such as Education, Emergency care, NonProfits, and our Senior Citizens. Each of these is areas of valued need and
in turn, provides support to others in our community. No one would
argue against the statement that our teachers are educating our most
valuable resources and our future. Also, our emergency personnel need
the right tools to provide the quickest and best services during an
emergency. “Googlers” (those who work for Google) were very friendly
and helpful at presenting their topics and providing assistance as
requested.
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Several representatives were on hand and some provided
brief podium time, but the bulk of each day was directly
aimed at meeting the primary objectives of sharing
information with the attendees on how to make their
work/service more efficient, enjoyable, professional, and
do it all with little (or even no) money required. It was
impressive to see what all Google is willing to provide
free to these community entities, especially the non-profit
arena.

There is a large amount of good information and listing of what Google can bring to both the
business, private, and personal interests, but I’ll touch briefly on just the top ones.
• Google Apps: This suite of applications is easiest to describe if I say it is their version
of Microsoft Office (minus Access). But the relational sharing between the apps has
some awesome strengths.
• Google Drive: If familiar with Dropbox or OneNote, you will understand the jest, but
again, it interlinks with the other Google apps and is (like all Google products)
focused on ease of sharing and collaboration.
• Google Moderator: this enabled each attendee to post real-time questions or
comments during a session without causing delays. The presenter would then
reference these as the kick-start for Q&A.
• Google Maps & Earth: It goes way beyond just plotting a trip, but map overlays and
custom editing along with data integration makes this a valuable tool, especially in the
area of emergency services and resource location.
• Chromebook: Not really a topic of discussion, but they were free to try during the
sessions. I used mine to take all my notes within and it’s cloud dependency ensured
all my notes were safely and securely backed-up and was easy to share with whom I
chose.
• Etc. (Yes, sometimes you just have to say, “et cetera” because there was so much
more).
Regarding Googlefest in relation to HAM radio, Phil was
able to quickly register the LARC as a non-profit partner
and immediately our club (and members) have access to
all the Google array of products as well as many
free/additional perks, such as access to $10,000 worth of
AdWord search attention and additional free storage in
the “cloud”. All in all, it costs nothing yet provides access
to a lot of valuable applications and tools.
I apologize for what I’ve left off or didn’t go into detail
upon, but after all, it was 2 days and that just can’t be
summarized quickly. If you wish to learn more, simply start with the google.com main page
and begin drilling down into the various topics. I believe you’ll find it helpful and
surprising. Also, please attend the next LARC club meeting and your questions can be
answered as well as other details of how LARC will benefit from Googlefest will be
presented.
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Western Branch ARES/AUXCOM
Fall Meeting
The Western Branch of ARES/AUXCOMM met in Morganton on
Saturday, October 25th. Approximately 35 hams attended the
event, with Tom KA4HKK and Michelle KD4YTU representing
LARC.
The meeting featured a presentation
by Tom Brown, N4TAB, Section Emergency Coordinator, on ARES
and Auxiliary Emergency Communications (AUXCOMM) activities
in NC; and, VIPER training. Tom N4TAB reported that, for the period
ending September 2014, there were 199 reported public service
events and 6,238 reported service hours by hams in NC. He
commented that many public service events are conducted under
the ICS model. Tom N4TAB also stated that the reported numbers
probably do not account for the many public service events
conducted outside the ARES environment by clubs and other
entities. His entire presentation had the underlying theme of
“building and maintaining relationships with served agencies”.
Allan Sadowski, AH6LS, and 3
VIPER technicians from the
North Carolina State Highway Patrol (NCSHP)
conducted a training session on the State-wide VIPER
communications system. After a short presentation,
all attendees participated in a hands-on exercise,
using hand-held VIPER transceivers provided by the
NCSHP for this meeting. Tom KA4HKK reported that
learning to use the VIPER
radios provided some
amusement but once
everyone got the hang of their
operation the exercise was very successful. He will discuss the
meeting and show some short videos using VIPER at the next LARC
meeting. See https://www.ncdps.gov/Index2.cfm?a=000001,001148
for VIPER information.
Paul Robinette, KD4OZI, Assistant Section Emergency Coordinator,
coordinated the Western Branch meeting.
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Ham License Exams
Offered
Amateur Radio VE License Exams will be given at Foothills Community Workshop on
Saturday, November 22, at 12 noon. Study materials may be found at
http://www.qrz.com/ht/ . This event is open to anyone wishing to obtain or upgrade an
Amateur Radio license. The fee is $10 per attempt and a photo ID is required.
Contact Michelle KD4YTU 828-754-5002 for additional information.

Utility Shut-Off and Fire
Extinguisher Class

Caldwell County CERT held a Utility Shut-Off and
Fire Extinguisher Class on October 21 at the Kings
Creek Fire Department. Irv W4IWK was the only
member of the LARC CERT team that was present.
Irv commented that the fire extinguisher
demonstration would have been more exciting if
there were a real fire to extinguish. Photos courtesy
of Curt Hiller.
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Antenna Trailer Work Continues
Good progress was made as Ted KF4FLY, Tanner KK4SZI and Ro
K4HRM continued the build-out of the antenna trailer. The
permanent mounts to stabilize the antenna were cut, welded and
painted. Additional bolts were added to the deck and a solid stain
was applied. The pneumatic antenna was test raised. Thanks Phil
KG4BCC for being there to call 911 (just in case).
The work crew will soon construct wheel well covers/signs; apply a
final coat of paint to the exposed metal frame and supports; mount
the air lines/valves and compressor; mount the storage boxes; and
apply trim accessories, reflectors, antennas, cables.

Did You Know? The equivalent dollar amount of time “hams” donate
to public service events in North Carolina is $21.04 per hour (see
www.independentsector.org ) and add to that the cost of equipment
used, both owned by the hams and the costs of repeaters. Supporting a
local race or charity event can equate easily to thousands of dollars. By
documenting recent past public events using the ARRL FSD-257
(http://www.arrl.org/fsd-157-public-service-activity-report ), you can
show the benefits Amateur Radio brings to the community.
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From The October Meeting…
Attendees. Ted KF4FLY, Tom KA4HKK, Irv W4IWK,
Tanner KK4SZI, Michelle KD4YTU, Josh N4JDE, Susan
N4OJN, James N4NIN, Jeet KK4CCA, Phil KG4BCC.
Communications Trailer. Acquired electrical box,
discussed lights-LED v. florescent
Antenna Trailer. Antenna mounted and working on
bracing. Discussed antennas.
Repeater Upgrade. James N4NIN to check on tower
climber. Odd noise occurs around 8:30 PM, Phil KG4BCC to put service monitor on repeater.
Website/Newsletter. Tanner KK4SZI to add constitution and by-laws to site.
Public Service. Tom KA4HKK reported on Caldwell County Fire & Life Safety Festival.
Agreed to participate in Lenoir Downtown Christmas Festival Nov 22.
Training. License exams set for Nov 22 at Foothills Community Workshop.
Nomination of 2015 Officers. President Tanner Greer, Vice President Tom Land, Secretary
Josh Edwards, Treasurer Phil Crump. Elections held at November meeting.
ARES Meeting. Tom KA4HKK discussed using and completing the ICS 213 form.
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LARC 2014 Officers

Ted Manuel
President
KF4FLY

Tom Land
Vice President
KA4HKK

Irv Kanode
Secretary
W4IWK

Phil Crump
Treasurer
KG4BCC

Editor For A Final
This month, I am taking a little personal point of privilege. In mid-October, I joined 25
senior women’s basketball teams from all over the State in Greenville NC to compete in the
North Carolina Senior Games State Finals Basketball Tournament held October 17-18, 2014
at East Carolina University. I am a member of the Unifour Red Foxes, representing the
counties of Alexander, Burke, Caldwell and Catawba, and 4 of the 6 teams we put on the
court brought home medals. Our age groups 75-79 and 50-54 teams won Silver medals and
our age groups 65-69 and 60-64 won Bronze medals. My team age group 70-74 did not win,
but I did bring home a broken finger!
A total of 30 local senior women competed in the State Basketball Finals. Many of these
women have never played basketball and if they had, it was 40-50-60 years ago. They are
from all walks of life and include cancer survivors, hip and knee replacements, COPD,
diabetes, etc. and like the Timex watch, they keep on ticking. While competitive, we
emphasize the fitness, fun and friends playing a team sport.
Since this is a radio-oriented
Newsletter, I should mention that I
took my DMR HT and had a
number of QSOs while driving to
and from Greenville.

Send comments concerning the LARC NEWSLETTER
to hrmaddox@nettally.com
Suggestions and your articles are appreciated.
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